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Sketch Marvel Adobe XD Figma

Invision App

User flow Wireframes Mock ups

Low-High Fidelity Prototyping Typography

Style guide & layout Colour theory

Interaction design

Data analysis Task analysis

Usability testing Persona

User journey Competitor analysis

MOHAMMED MUSTAFA MALIK
UX/UI Designer

07747096767 mustafa.malik@hotmail.co.uk London, TW50JA 

EXPERIENCE

Freelance UX Designer

UX/UI Designer
Heston Automotive (3-months)

Pitstop - a consumer mobile booking application for the motor industry.
Conducted field research and gathered the data to create a user journey 
and personas to with scenarios to improve functionality and usability for 
target audience contributing to a 20% increase in conversions
Conducted UX research by interactively testing designs using high and low 
fidelity prototypes.
Solved a problem out where users were able to book in appointments 
based on there convince.

UX/UI Designer
Jaan London 

Redesigning the e-commerce site and adding new features. 
Obtained user data with analytics reporting, task analysis, and participatory 
design techniques and leveraged that data to create iterative 
improvements, increasing user foot flow by 15%.
Focused on user-centered design principles and created a simple and 
intuitive e-commerce web interface. Adding new icons and features to 
enhance the user's experience.
creating an online community with a UX modeled after industry-leading 
community sites, combining social proof with e-commerce conversion.
Integrated social media, marketing content, e-commerce to fully implement 
monetised services throughout.

Customer Advisor 
Car Giant London 

Car Giant is the worlds largest car dealership, focusing on helping 
customers find the best car at the best price.

Meet and greet customers with a presentable and professional attitude. 
Booking in/out keys for customers and asking a set of qualifying questions. 
Liaising with sales management team to ensure a smooth process 
Deal with all customer enquires professionally. 
Ensuring a great report is built with customers and provide a great service. 

EDUCATION

MSc - User Experience Design

Kingston University London London

BSc - Business Management with Marketing

Brunel University London London

SUMMARY

UI/UX designer with 1+ years of 
experience in designing new website 
functionalities and prototyping 
applications interface. Learning how users 
behave through using user research 
methods and infuse those findings into 
the design. Specialising in building 
products through human-centered 
innovation and design thinking. Available 
to work and collaborate in any industry.

SKILLS

Prototyping Tools

UX Design

Research
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